LEGO ROBOTICS DAY CAMP
Exhibition Checklist


Display boards for each lab (StratoCore 20”x24” can be used as visual aids during
the week, then covered with butcher paper and decorated by lab members on Days 4 &
5. Some things to include could be: camper names, robot names, PA name, favorite
things done/learned.



Speakers during (their) lunch hour: professional women engineers, software
engineers, landscape architects, architects, lab technicians, industrial designers; college
students in science/math/technology disciplines; the Program Aides (PAs)could also
speak about their Lego Robotics team and tournament experience.



Judge/referee. He/she may also need a clipboard, a timer, designated table
resetter, timekeeper, and scorecard stickerer/duplicater so that each camper may take
home a copy of their mission(s) scorecard. PAs and adult volunteers work well here.
You will need lots of small stickers in a variety of types – smiley faces, hearts, etc.



Chairs for adults with a good view of the mission tables; if possible, arrange a space
off to the side, designated with a line of (blue) masking tape for parents, photographers
and videographers to get a closer view.



Certificates of participation/accomplishment for each camper, ideally with a photo of
their lab team and robot (taken on Day 4). Certificates of accomplishment for each
Program Aide and for those adult volunteers who made a substantial time commitment.
If applicable, Girl Scout Robotics patches for campers and PA pins. Using sheet
protectors to package certificates, scorecords, and miscellaneous works well. PAs are
always thrilled to receive some small piece of swag in addition – homemade LEGO pins
or bead danglies for name tag chains are great, and can differentiate those PAs doing
more than one camp. Small boxes of chocolates also work well.



Greeter – who also hands out and collects Parent Program evaluations and pencils.



Refreshments - Girl Scout cookies, what else? – and a place to serve them,
removed enough from the action so that campers can be kept from pigging out before
the adult guests get a chance.



CD or video of local FLL tournament action and a way to show it – TV/video,
Computer/projector – is optional, but can help with crowd control while seating guests
and serving refreshments.
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